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Drivers of change

“Smart”
evolution

Globalization

Digital
commerce

Emerging
tech

The global operating
market is changing.

Regulation

Big data

Strategic
function

ESG
M&A
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$14,000,000,000,000
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$3,000,000,000,000
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Growth of Mobile Payments Usage

By 2025, Millennials will account for 75% of
the global workforce1
Born 1980–1999
 Fast-paced, technology-enabled
 Demand products
instantaneously
 Excited by change and
innovation

Embracing the ‘New’

 73% excited about a new offering
in financial services
 In many ways, Millennials are
known as Mobile natives, and are
likely to propel this in business

Always connected





Six hours online daily, globally
50bn devices connected to the
internet by 2020
Favor early adoption

Trends that help with the rise of Mobile in treasury2

Digital Payments are expected to hit
$10.7T in transactions globally in
2020.
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2.

Source: BAML Equity Research
Top 10 Trends in Payments – 2017; Capgemini, 2017

Global Payments using mobile devices
or wearable technology is estimated
to be worth $95B annually in 2018,
up from $35B in 2015.

A convenient platform for treasury and
business, CashPro Mobile encourages
nimble and efficient work streams and
helps improve access and reduce the
time to complete key treasury
functions.

By 2020,

more people will have mobile phones (5.4B)
than:

electricity (5.3B),
running water (3.5B), or
cars (2.5B).

In 2018, the average person spent
3hr 23min on smartphones daily.
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Understanding
Social Engineering

Understanding social engineering
Social engineering trends
Organization and user data is at risk because of social engineering
attacks.

34K – the

77% of all

number of
cyber attacks
that happen
daily in the
U.S.

cyber
attacks were
initiated
through
phishing

“Hacking a human is
much easier than
hacking a business”

Criminals take advantage of hundreds of years of social conditioning that
leads people to trust that others are who they say they are.
9
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Source: www.knowbe4.com
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Understanding
social
engineering
Social engineering
tactics

Smishing

Phishing

Fraud where
criminals use text
messaging to target
victims

Fraud where
criminals use email
to target victims

Vishing
Fraud where criminals
use the phone to target
victims
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Social media can
transform an
individual into an
easy target of a
social engineering
scam
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Shoulder
Surfing Criminals
spy on mobile device
users to gain personal
information

BEC: Business Email Compromise
The threat environment is evolving:
As of May 2018

BEC – Payment Fraud Message, in which bad actor:
• Poses as “supplier“ and sends communication,
requesting change to beneficiary payment
instructions
• Sends a request to make a payment to a fraudulent
account

$12.0 Billion+
Paid by BEC victims since 2013

Delivery
• Email - from company contact, but email address is
not always correct
• Postal mail – usually sent with contact information
for fraudster not the company
• Phone call – posing as a third party vendor
$12,000

$5,300
$3,200
[VALUE]
Aug 2013

Jun 2016
Fraud $ (in MM)
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https://www.ic3.gov/media/2018/180712.aspx

Dec 2016

May 2018
Trend

Atypical requests to:
• Change company profile in treasury management
system
• Update or add a new contact for the company
• Change the payment beneficiary account
• Expedited request to respond back once instructions
are updated

Business Email Compromise
CEO Scam

Some phishing schemes involve mimicking
internal emails
• Perpetrators know key individuals and
their roles in the company based on:
information in social media sites,
professional associations, company
website, etc.
• Domain names may look similar to your
company name but are intentionally
misspelled
• Fraudulent message appears to be coming
from senior executives within the
company
• Urgency and confidentiality are key
components of the email

From: Treasurer@mycompany.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 11:17a.m.
To: chris.smith@mycompany.com
Subject: FW: Wire Transfer
This is the third one. We are pulling the confirmation now and will send to you.

From: Treasurer@mycompany.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 11:30a.m.
To: chris.smith@mycompany.com
Subject: FW: Wire Transfer
FYI, this needs to get processed today. I checked with (insert name here) to get your help processing it along. I will
assume we take care of any vendor forms after the fact. I can send an email directly to (insert name here) or let you
drive from here. Let me know.
From: Treasurer@mycompany.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 9:59a.m.
To: chris.smith@mycompany.com
Subject: FW: Wire Transfer
Process a wire of $73,508.32 to the attached account information. Code it to admin expense. Let me know when this
has been completed.
Thanks.
------------------------Forwarded message---------------------------------

From: CEO@rnycompany.com
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 6:45a.m.
To: Treasurer@mycompany.com
Subject: Wire Transfer
Insert name (Treasurer),
Per our conversation, I have attached the wiring instructions for the wire. Let me know when done.
Thanks. Insert name, (CEO)

Look at the spelling of the words and names carefully

@mycompany.com
CEO@rnycompany.com
CEO
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Security education

Vendor master file
Best practices
 Establish written procedures for adding vendors
 Organize vendors into separate folders based on their business
 Categorize past and future payments on a month–to month basis
 Apply standard rules for names and addresses
 Ask for a W-9 from every vendor well before any payment is
issued
 Perform regularly scheduled vendor maintenance
 Verify all vendor changes via an out of band communication
13
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Security education

Vendor master file
Best practices for initial setup

 Establish clear standards for vendor setup and
coding
 Implement a “look it up first” policy
 Create a fixed interval for clean-up
 Develop and use coding “standards”
 Institute vendor profile form
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PROOF OF EXISTENCE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate Charter
Recent audited annual report
City/County Business License
Sales Tax Certificate
IRS document/notice
Federal Tax Return
Vendor contract/agreement
Product catalog
1099
W-9

Best practices for Business Email Compromise
Never reply to an email message, requesting a change to a beneficiary

Validate using other
communication
channels
Be alert to sudden
changes in business
practices
Develop procedures
for non-standard
requests
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•

Pick up the phone and call the individual – using the company directory
or vendor information
• Another option is to have another associate create a new email
from another computer to validate the instruction

•

Validate instructions by having the sender provide the old payment
instructions to include beneficiary and account along with the new
payment instruction and account

•

Ask for the number of an old invoice and the dollar amount

•

Ask for the sender to send the new payment instructions from the
company letterhead and validate the letterhead
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Contact your vendors and
partners - are your payments upto date?

Vendor best practices
What you should know about your vendor
Who is responsible if information is breached due to vendor
action or inaction?
Who is financially liable?
Can you shift vendors/resources and recover quickly?

Human
Resources

Protecting
Your
Company

Best Practices
• Perform site review; leverage security and process
experts in your company
• Allow vendor access only to required data
• Limit and segregate logins to mitigate potential breaches
• Address responsibilities and liability if your vendor
becomes compromised and impacts your business
• Understand vendor's loss recovery processes and service
level agreements currently in place
• Do your homework – check references, awards, company
standards regarding product, data security processes,
procedures to ensure balanced risk vs. reward decision
• Hold your vendor to the same “best practice" standards
you adopt internally
16
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Operations

Information
Security

Finance

Technology

Contact Information
Linda Stanley

linda.l.stanley@baml.com
804-489-5048
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Notice to Recipient
“Bank of America Merrill Lynch” is the marketing name for the global banking and global markets businesses of Bank of America Corporation. Lending, derivatives, and other commercial banking
activities are performed globally by banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation, including Bank of America, N.A., Member FDIC. Securities, strategic advisory, and other investment banking
activities are performed globally by investment banking affiliates of Bank of America Corporation (“Investment Banking Affiliates”), including, in the United States, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp., both of which are registered broker-dealers and Members of SIPC, and, in other jurisdictions, by locally registered entities. Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated and Merrill Lynch Professional Clearing Corp. are registered as futures commission merchants with the CFTC and are members of the NFA. Investment
products offered by Investment Banking Affiliates: Are Not FDIC Insured • May Lose Value • Are Not Bank Guaranteed.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute a binding commitment to enter into any type of transaction or business relationship as a consequence of any
information contained herein.
These materials have been prepared by one or more subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation solely for the client or potential client to whom such materials are directly addressed and delivered
(the “Company”) in connection with an actual or potential business relationship and may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated by a written agreement
with us. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials, which speak as of the date of this presentation (or another date, if so noted) and are subject to change without
notice. Under no circumstances may a copy of this presentation be shown, copied, transmitted or otherwise given to any person other than your authorized representatives. Products and services
that may be referenced in the accompanying materials may be provided through one or more affiliates of Bank of America, N.A.
We are required to obtain, verify and record certain information that identifies our clients, which information includes the name and address of the client and other information that will allow us to
identify the client in accordance with the USA Patriot Act (Title III of Pub. L. 107-56, as amended (signed into law October 26, 2001)) and such other laws, rules and regulations.
We do not provide legal, compliance, tax or accounting advice.
For more information, including terms and conditions that apply to the service(s), please contact your Bank of America Merrill Lynch representative.
Investment Banking Affiliates are not banks. The securities and financial instruments sold, offered or recommended by Investment Banking Affiliates, including without limitation money market
mutual funds, are not bank deposits, are not guaranteed by, and are not otherwise obligations of, any bank, thrift or other subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation (unless explicitly stated
otherwise), and are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) or any other governmental agency (unless explicitly stated otherwise).
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase
or sell any security or other instrument, or for Investment Banking Affiliates or banking affiliates to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequent of any information contained
herein.
With respect to investments in money market mutual funds, you should carefully consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses before investing. Although money market
mutual funds seek to preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in money market mutual funds. The value of investments and the income
derived from them may go down as well as up and you may not get back your original investment. The level of yield may be subject to fluctuation and is not guaranteed. Changes in rates of
exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to decrease or increase.
We have adopted policies and guidelines designed to preserve the independence of our research analysts. These policies prohibit employees from offering research coverage, a favorable research
rating or a specific price target or offering to change a research rating or price target as consideration for or an inducement to obtain business or other compensation.
Copyright 2019 Bank of America Corporation. Bank of America N.A., Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender.
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